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SUMMARY

The survival of plateau-phase or nondividing Chinese
hamster ovary cells (in vitro) is reduced to a greater extent
by treatments with nitrosourea compounds than are cells
treated in the exponential phase of growth. The greatest
decrease in the survival fraction occurred following treat
ments with l-/ruw.v-(2-chloroethyl)-3-(4-methylcyclohex-
yl)-l-nitrosourea where approximately 128 times more cells
were killed in plateau phase than in the dividing state (at the
10^g/ml-for-1-hr dose). Only 5 times more cells were killed
in plateau phase than in exponential growth when cells were
treated with l-(2-chloroethyl)-3-cyclohexyl-l-nitrosourea.
Cells treated with either nitrosourea compound failed to
recover from potentially lethal damage and sublethal dam
age. The breakdown products of the nitrosourea compounds
are known to inhibit DNA repair and may explain the
failure of mammalian cells to recover from sublethal
damage and potentially lethal damage induced by these
chemicals.

Both dividing and nondividing cells were able to recover
from bleomycin-induced potentially lethal damage but not
from sublethal damage. The recovery from bleomycin-
induced potentially lethal damage by nondividing cells was
twice as great as that exhibited by dividing cells; however,
potentially lethal damage recovery was sufficiently high for
cells in both growth states to conceal the true response to
sublethal damage.

INTRODUCTION

Mammalian cells have the capacity to recover from
X-ray-induced damage. Recovery from SLD2 (9) is mea
sured by the increase in survival observed as the time
interval between 2 doses is increased. During the interval
between the irradiation doses, SLD from the 1st dose may
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be repaired and is thus unavailable to interact with SLD
from the 2nd dose (9).

Recovery from PLD is measured by the increase in
survival observed when cells are exposed to various growth
conditions after single-drug or irradiation treatments (3, 14,
20, 25, 40). Conversely, PLD is measured by a decrease in
survival. Such factors as inhibition of protein synthesis,
incubation in medium suboptimal for growth (nutritionally
deficient), or lower temperatures may influence the survival
of cells after treatment with drugs or X-rays. Although PLD
or recovery from it can be measured under various experi
mental posttreatment conditions, Winans et al. (41) have
presented evidence that suggests that sublethal and poten
tially lethal lesions are similar, involving alterations in the
same structures. If this is the case then the term PLD should
be used only operationally to explain posttreatment changes
in survival.

Irradiation studies on mammalian cells in vitro have led
to the description and testing of current ideas on repair of
DNA in higher organisms related to irradiation sensitivity,
carcinogenesis, and mutagenesis. It is equally important
that such recovery studies be carried out in detail on
mammalian cells following exposure to various chemical
agents. Such recovery studies may help to explain the
differences in mutation rates or in drug sensitivities of
dividing and nondividing cells. The clinical implications of
such studies are important since cells that recover from
chemical damage and survive may be able to contribute to
the regrowth of a tumor.

Hahn et al. (16) have recently reported that potentially
lethal lesions induced by BLM in vivo can be repaired in
mice bearing EMT6 mammary sarcomas. Ray et al. (26)
have shown similar results in vitro for BLM. In addition,
several studies on chemically induced SLD in mammalian
cells have been reported. DeWys and Kight (7) have
presented evidence that leukemia L1210 cells treated in vivo
with cyclophosphamide can repair SLD. Terasima et al.
(31) have reported data indicating that several mammalian
cell lines are more sensitive to fractionated doses of BLM
than to single-dose treatments. Mauro and Elkind (22) have
compared the repair of SLD in hamster cells exposed to
sulfur mustard or X-rays. In both cases, surviving cells
repaired sublethal damage rapidly, although medium at 24Â°

was necessary between doses and after the 2nd dose for
maximum effect. Other studies on sublethal recovery after
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treatments with alkylating agents have produced conflicting
results. Walker and Thatcher (38), for example, found no
recovery from SLD in L-cells after treatment with sulfur
mustard. Hahn et al. (17) have reported recovery from SLD
after treatment of hamster cells with methyl methanesulfo-
nate and ethyl methanesulfonate; however, Fox et al. (IO,
11) were unable to demonstrate recovery after treatment
with these chemicals in HeLa. P388F, and CHO cells.
Goldenberg (12) has reported that L5178Y lymphocytes can
recover from SLD after a 4-dose-fraction treatment with
dimethyl Myleran but not after treatment with nitrogen
mustard. Treatment with either drug resulted in survival
curves that started with a shoulder and became exponential.
For X-rays and sulfur mustard (22) such survival curves
suggested that cells must accumulate damage for lethal drug
effect and indicated, therefore, that survivors were initially
damaged sublethally.

The conflicting results of these recovery studies following
treatments with chemicals have raised several important
questions relative to the design and interpretation of such
experiments. First, since recovery from SLD after X-ray
treatment is associated with the size of the shoulder region
of the dose-response survival curve, does the same relation
ship exist for treatments with chemicals? Second, how does
one consider drug concentration and duration of treatment
when planning fractionated dose schedules'? Third, since

recovery from more than 1 type of damage may occur
simultaneously, can the recovery from 1 type of damage be
so great as to mask the response of the cells to another type
of damage? Fourth, what can recovery studies such as these
tell us about the sites of action of these chemicals or about
the repair processes in the cells? Fifth, can the presence or
absence of a repair process always explain the differences in
sensitivity observed between dividing and nondividing cells?

The experiments described in this paper were designed
and performed in an effort to provide answers to some of
these questions. Three chemicals were used in these studies.
Treatment of mammalian cells with 1drug, BLM, results in
biphasic survival curves with no shoulders (1,2, 32). Both in
vivo and in vitro plateau-phase cells are more sensitive to
BLM than are exponentially growing cells (2, 16, 26). The
other 2 chemicals used in this study were the nitrosourea
compounds CCNU and MeCCNU. Treatment of mamma
lian cells with either of these chemicals results in threshold-
or shoulder-type survical curves (34) with nondividing cells
being more sensitive than dividing cells. In this report we
examine the survival responses to drug-induced PLD and
SLD by these chemicals in dividing and nondividing popula
tions of mammalian cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell and Culture Techniques. The CHO cell stocks were
maintained in monolayer cultures in Hsu's modified
McCoy's Medium 5A, supplemented with 20% fetal calf
serum in a 5% CO2-95% air, humidified incubator at 37Â°.
For experiments on exponentially growing populations, IO6
cells were placed into replicate Petri dishes containing

medium and 20% fetal calf serum, at least 18 hr before
treatment.

Inductionof Plateau Phase. Our plateau-phase system has
been described previously (2). The following minor changes
were made. To obtain plateau-phase or nondividing cell
populations, 5 x IO5exponentially growing CHO cells were
placed into each Petri dish containing 5 ml of medium with
20% fetal calf serum. The cells were not fed again until the
experiments were performed, 115 to 120 hr later. Total cell
counts were obtained at various intervals; the cell numner
increased exponentially and then plateaued around 8 to 10
X 10s cells/dish after 72 hr. Survival was measured only
on cells that had been in plateau phase for an additional 48
hr. The reentry of plateau phase cells back into the cell
cycle was followed on cells that had been resuspended (IO6/
dish) into fresh medium. At 3-hr intervals, cells were pulse-
labeled with 1 Â¿/Ci[3H]thymidine per ml (specific activity,
1.9 Ci/mmole) and total cell counts were performed. The
cells reentered the cell cycle in a partially synchronized
manner and progressed from G! into S phase at 5 to 10 hr
after subculturing. The cell number began increasing at 18
to 22 hr and doubled by 30 hr after the plateau cells were
subcultured (2).

SurvivalDeterminations. The effects of BLM, MeCCNU,
or CCNU on survival were determined on exponentially
growing cells and on cells that had been maintained in
plateau phase for at least 48 hr. Concentrations of 1 to 100
Â¿igBLM per ml or 1 to 10 MgCCNU per ml or MeCCNU
were used. Cells were treated with BLM dilutions made in
depleted plateau medium (plateau-phase cells) or in fresh
medium (exponentially growing cells). The depleted plateau
medium was collected from plates of plateau-phase cells and
filtered to remove cells and debris. Exponentially growing
or plateau cells were treated with CCNU or MeCCNU
dilutions made in Hanks' BSS. Replicate plates were used in

each survival study and each experiment was performed at
least 3 times. In all cases survival was determined by the
ability of the treated cells to form colonies. After the
treatments, the cell monolayers were washed twice with
Puck's Solution A and trypsinized (0.025% for 5 min);

known numbers of single cells were plated into Petri dishes
and incubated for 6 to 8 days for colony formation (2, 6).
Colonies were stained and counted. A cell was considered to
have retained reproductive capacity (viability) if it gave rise
to a colony of 50 or more cells (2, 6).

Recovery from PLD. PLD is damage that ordinarily
causes cell death, but it may be prevented by appropriate
posttreatment incubation such as exposure to cycloheximide
(25), suboptimal temperatures (40), or incubation in de
pleted "conditioned" medium from plateau-phase cultures

(21). In the experiments reported here, suboptimal growth
conditions were achieved by holding plateau-phase or
exponentially growing cells in depleted plateau medium
after treatment with the chemical agents. Following the
treatment 1 group of cells was plated immediately for
colony formation, while other groups were washed and
incubated at 37Â°in depleted medium for 2, 4, or 6 hr before

being plated for colony formation.
Response to SLD. As a test for recovery from SLD,
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fractionated doses of the agents were used in treatments of
dividing and nondividing cells. The treatments were frac
tionated using the integral dose concept of drug concentra
tion and duration of treatment (C x T); the sum of the
integral fractionated doses received by the cells was kept
constant during each experiment. For example, the sum of 2
fractionated doses of 5 jig/ml for 30 min [2(5 x 30)], equals
a single integral dose of 300 (5 ÃŸg/m\for 60 min). All cells
received one-half of the integral dose at 0 hr. At the end of
the 1st treatment, 1 group of cells was treated immediately
with the same integral dose, thus allowing no time between
treatments for recovery. The other groups of cells were
washed and reincubated in the appropriate incubation
medium: their 2nd integral dose was received 1to 4 hr later.
All cells were plated for colony formation immediately after
receiving the 2nd dose of the chemical agent.

Chemical Solutions. The treatment solutions were always
prepared immediately before use to ensure against loss of
activity. BLM was dissolved in 0.9% NaCl solution and
diluted to the various treatment concentrations in medium.
CCNU and MeCCNU were dissolved in 95% ethanol and
diluted to treatment concentrations in Hank's BSS. Appro
priate Hank's BSS and ethanol controls were included in the

experiments, and at no time did the plating efficiencies fall
below control levels.

RESULTS

Dose Response to MeCCNU and CCNU. The effects of
MeCCNU on survival of CHO cells treated in plateau or
exponential phases of growth are presented in Chart 1. The
dashed line represents the sensitivity of dividing cells to
MeCCNU prepared in medium containing 20% fetal calf
serum and is included for comparison with the other 2
curves for drug prepared in Hanks' BSS. At the 10 //g/ml

for 1-hr dose points, the nondividing or plateau-phase cells
are 128 times more sensitive to MeCCNU than are cells
treated in the exponential phase of growth. The curve for the
nondividing cells has a small shoulder followed by an
exponential decrease in survival (n = 1.2 and Z>0= 1.2
jug/ml for 1 hr). The survival curve for the dividing cells
treated with MeCCNU has a much larger shoulder, n = 6
and DÂ»= 1.7 /ig/ml for 1 hr (Table 1).

The effects of CCNU on survival of CHO cells treated in
plateau or exponential phases of growth are presented in
Chart 2. When measured at the 10-^g/ml dose points there
are 5.3 times more plateau-phase cells killed than exponen
tially growing cells. Once again the curve for the nondivid
ing cells has a much smaller shoulder region than the curve
for dividing cells, n = 1.5 and 10.5, respectively. The Â¿>0for
both curves is 1.4 Â¿tg/mlfor 1 hr (Table 1).

The extrapolation numbers and D0's for dividing and

nondividing cells treated with BLM are also presented in
Table 1. The response of CHO cells to BLM results in a
biphasic survival curve (see Charts 5 and 6) with sensitive
and less sensitive or resistant portions to the curve, but
with no shoulder regions. The extrapolation numbers are
equal to 1 for the sensitive portion of the biphasic curves in
dividing and nondividing cell populations, with Â£>0'sof 6

.5 001;

00001

QOOI-

2468

Dose of MeCCNU (Â»jg/mlfor Ihr)

Chart I. The effects of MeCCNU on survival of CHO cells treated in
the plateau or exponential phases of growth. , sensitivity of dividing
cells to MeCCNU prepared in medium containing 20% FCS.

Dividing
Cells

00001
0 2 4 6 8 IO

Dose of CCNU lug/ml for Ihr)

Chart 2. The effects of CCNU on survival of CHO cells treated in the
plateau or exponential phases of growth.

and 3.4 /jg/ml for 1 hr, respectively. The D0 for the re
sistant portion of the curve for dividing cells is 162 Mg/m'
for 1 hr, and for the nondividing cells it is 38 nÂ§./m\ for 1
hr (Table 1).
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Survival after Sublethal and Potentially Lethal Damage

The Response of Dividing and Nondividing Cells to PLD.
In the experiments reported here, suboptimal growth condi
tions were achieved by holding plateau-phase or exponen
tially growing cells in depleted plateau medium after
treatment with the chemical agents. When dividing and
nondividing CHO cells were treated for 1 hr with 7 fig
MeCCNU per ml and then incubated in depleted plateau-
phase medium, survival decreased with longer holding
periods in depleted plateau medium (Chart 3). Dividing
cells plated for colony formation immediately after the 1-hr
treatment with MeCCNU had a survival fraction of 0.1.
With continued incubation in depleted plateau medium, the
survival fraction decreased to 0.02 after 1 hr and ultimately
to 0.007 by the end of the 4th hr of posttreatment
incubation. Qualitatively similar results were obtained for
the nondividing cells (Chart 3).

Comparable results are shown in Chart 4 following a 1-hr
treatment with 7 /Â¿gCCNU per ml. Dividing cells plated
immediately after treatment with CCNU had a survival
fraction of 0.065. With longer incubation in depleted
plateau medium, survival decreased to 0.024 by the 4th hr.
Nondividing cells plated immediately after treatment had a
survival fraction of 0.005, and the survival decreased the
longer the cells were maintained in suboptimal growth
conditions.

In contrast to the data presented for the nitrosoureas,
dividing and nondividing CHO cells treated with graded
doses of BLM recovered from PLD. It can be seen in Chart
5 that dividing cells treated and then held for 2 or 4 hr in
depleted plateau medium had much higher survival frac-

Ol-i

001-

0001^

00001

Dividing
.Cells

Nondtviding
Cells

01 2345
Hours of Posl-lreolmenl Incubotion in

Depleted Plateau Medium

Chart 3. The response of dividing or nondividing CHO cells to
incubation in depleted plateau phase-medium after a 1-hr treatment with 711I*, ul'ullvjll III WVJPWWM

tig. MeCCNU per ml.

01-

0.01

0001-

OOOOI

^Dividing

Nondividing
Cens

O I 2345

Hours of Post-treatment Incubation in

Depleted Plateau Medium

Chart 4. The response of dividing or nondividing CHO cells to
incubation in depleted plateau-phase medium after a 1-hr treatment with 7
jig CCNU per ml.

0 20 40 60 80 100

DOSE OF BLEOMYCIN (/ug/ml for I hr)

Chart 5. Recovery of dividing CHO cells from PLD after being held int_nan n. Recover) 01 dividing i^nu
depleted plateau medium for 2 or 4 hr.
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lions than did cells plated for colony formation immediately
after treatment. Comparisons made at the 100-^g/ml dose
points in Chart 5 show 2- and 3-fold increases in survival
when the cells are held for 2 or 4 hr, respectively. The
recovery from PLD can also be expressed as a change in the
slope (D0) of the survival curve (21). The Â£>â€žfor the resistant
part of the curve (for cells held 4 hr after treatment) was 290
^g/ml compared to a Â£>â€žof 162 jig/m' for cells plated
immediately after treatment.

When plateau-phase cells, treated with increasing doses
of BLM, were held in depleted plateau medium for 2 to 6 hr
before plating for colony formation, they exhibited 4- to
7-fold-higher survival fractions (Chart 6). Thus, the ability
to recover from PLD is twice as great in plateau cells as it is
in dividing cells. The D0 of the resistant part of the survival
curve of cells plated for colony formation immediately after
the I-hr treatment was 38 /Â¿g/ml, while cells held for 2,4, or
6 hr in depleted plateau medium demonstrated recovery and
had fl0 values between 63 and 83 ng/m\.

In Chart 7. it can be seen that exponentially growing
CHO cells treated for 1 hr with 100 Mg BLM per ml could
recover from PLD (as evidenced by increased survival
fractions) when incubated after treatment in either depleted
plateau medium or fresh medium.

Response of Dividing and Nondividing Cells to SLD. In
Chart 8, it can be seen that dividing cells receiving 2 doses of
2.5 fig. BLM per ml for 30 min (separated by the times
indicated on the graph) did not exhibit recovery. In fact, the
decrease in survival was observed to be below the theoretical
survival fraction (dashed line). The theoretical survival
fraction is defined as follows. If the surviving cells have
completed repair of SLD from the 1st dose, they should
survive the 2nd dose by the same fraction. Therefore, the

0 5
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<
tr

K

lO-i

005-

001

â€¢¿�Plateo
Holdâ€¢
HoldA

HoldImmediately2hr4hr6hr\\\\

20 60 80 100

DOSE OF BLEOMYCIN (/ug/ml for I hr)

Chart 6. Recovery of nondividing CHO cells from PLD after being
held in depleted plateau medium for 2. 4. or 6 hr.

O.I

â€”¿�lOOuo/mlBLM
for Ihr

012345
Hours of Post -treatment Incubation

Chart 7. Recovery from PLD of exponentially growing CHO cells
being held in depleted plateau or fresh medium after a BLM treatment.

01 2345
Hours Between Two Dosesol BLM

Chart 8. The response of dividing CHO cells to integral dose fraction
treatments with BLM.

theoretical survival fraction (SF) after 2 treatments is (SF)Â¡
x (SF)2. Cell populations receiving fractionated doses of 5
Mg/ml for 30 min or 50 Â¿ig/ml for 15 min had 1.1- and
1.6-fold increases in survival, respectively, when compared
to the same integral doses delivered in 0 time interval; these
survival values were all higher than the theoretical values
(see Table 2, Lines 8 to 10).

Similar responses to SLD were obtained on plateau or
nondividing cells (Chart 9). Cells receiving 2.5 ng/m\ for 30
min had a reduction in survival when the 2 doses were
separated by 1 to 4 hr, and these survival values were below
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0.2

OH

5 002

â€¢¿�2 doses of
25(ig/ml
for 30 min

Â»2 doses of
5O yg/ml
for 30 min

0.01
012345

Hours Between Two Doses of Bleomycin

Chart 9. The response of nondividing CHO cells to integral dose
fraction treatments with BLM.

those expected (Table 2, Line 11). However, cell popula
tions receiving fractionated doses of either 50/ig/ml or 100
Â¿ig/mlfor 30 min each had survival values higher than the
theoretical survival fractions (Table 2, Lines 12 and 13). In
addition, cells receiving fractionated treatments of 100
Â¿ig/mlfor 30 min had a 2-fold increase in survival when the
2 doses were separated by 2 to 4 hr.

Since treatment of cells with the higher fractionated doses
of BLM(50Mg/mlfor 15 min or 100Mg/ml for 30 min) still
resulted in apparent recovery from SLD (Charts 8 and 9)
and since the cells expressed the ability to recover from
BLM-induced PLD, parallel recovery experiments were
designed and performed to determine the contribution
made by PLD recovery to the overall recovery observed in
SLD fractionated dose experiments. Little (20) has re
ported that recovery from PLD can also occur between
fractionated doses of irradiation. The results are presented
in Chart 10. As a test for recovery from SLD, plates of
dividing cells received 100 ^g BLM per ml for 30 min at 0
hr; then immediately or at 60-min intervals later the cells
received the 2nd 30-min treatment of 100 ^g BLM per ml
and were then plated for colony formation. Cells were in
cubated at 37Â°in fresh medium between the 1st and 2nd

treatments. As a test for recovery from PLD, replicate
plates of cells were treated for 30 min with a single dose of
100 ng BLM per ml at 0 hr. One group of cells was plated
for colony formation immediately; the other cells were
washed and incubated in fresh growth medium at 37Â°.Rep
licate plates of these ceils were plated for colony formation
only after the cells in the SLD experiment received their
2nd dose of BLM. In this way, the cells in the PLD experi
ment were held in fresh medium for times equivalent to the
various intervals between fractionated doses and therefore
could be used to determine the contribution made by recov
ery from PLD.

In Chart 10, it can be seen that cells receiving a single
dose of 100 Â¿Â¿gBLM per ml for 30 min and plated
immediately for colony formation had a survival fraction of
0.39. Line A represents the survival fraction of cells plated
for colony growth immediately after treatment. As ex
pected, treated cells incubated for 1 to 4 hr in fresh medium
and then plated for colony studies exhibited the ability for
recovery from PLD (PLD curve). The recovery fraction
from PLD was calculated between 0.39 (Chart 10, Line A)
and the survival values after incubation for 1 to 4 hr on the
PLD curve. The resulting SLD-PLD curve was obtained by
reducing the SLD survival points by the fraction due to
recovery from PLD. These data suggest that part of the
observed recovery from SLD was due to recovery from
PLD.

The effects of fractionated doses of MeCCNU on survival
are shown in Chart 11. In Chart 11/1, it can be seen that
dividing cells treated with 2 doses of 3.5 ^g MeCCNU per
ml for 30 min exhibited no recovery from SLD. In fact,
dividing cells treated with doses near the LD90 level (2
fractions of 7 /Â¿g/mlfor 30 min each) actually experienced
a 3-fold reduction in survival when the 2 doses were sepa
rated by 1 to 4 hr. The response of nondividing cells treated
with fractionated doses of MeCCNU (near the LD90) is de
scribed in Chart 11B. Following 2 doses of 3.5 Â¿Â¿g/mlfor 30
min (separated by the times indicated on the graph) a
12-fold decrease in survival was observed. Therefore, the
reduction in survival in plateau-phase cells following frac
tionated doses (LD90) is 4 times greater than in exponen
tially growing cells.

The responses of CHO cells to fractionated doses of
CCNU are presented in Chart 12. In Chart 12/4, it can be
seen that exponentially growing cells treated with 2 fraction
ated doses (3.5 ng/m\ for 30 min) exhibited a slight
reduction in survival. Those cells treated with 2 doses of 7
Â¿ig/mlfor 30 min (LD90) showed a 1.5-fold reduction in
survival when the 2 doses were separated by 1 to 4 hr. In
Chart 12Ã„it can be seen that treatment of plateau-phase
cells with fractionated doses of 2 Â¿/g/mlfor 30 min resulted
in a slight reduction in survival; however, cells treated with
3.5 Â¿Â¿gCCNU per ml for 30 min (LD90) experienced a 14-

PLO

005

Chart 10. The true response of exponentially growing CHO cells to
fractionated doses of BLM ( 100 jig/ml for 30 min).
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ft Cells treatedin Exponentialgrowth

' 2 dosesof
35fjg/ml
for 30 min

B Cells treoted in Plateau Phase

P2 doses of

for 30 min

012345
Hours Between Two Doses of MeCCNU

Chart II. Responses of dividing and plateau-phase CHO cells to

fractionated doses of MeCCNU.

fold reduction in survival when the doses were separated by
1 to 4 hr. This represents a 9-fold-greater response to frac
tionated dose treatments by plateau phase cells as com
pared to dividing cells.

DISCUSSION

We have presented evidence (2) that plateau-phase CHO
cells treated with BCNU (prepared in medium containing
serum) are 500 times more sensitive than are dividing cells.
The results of Tobey and Crissman (34) for nitrosoureas
prepared in medium containing serum and our data are in
complete agreement. Hahn et al. (15) have reported qualita
tively similar results indicating that nondividing CHO cells
treated with BCNU (prepared in Hanks' BSS) are more

sensitive than dividing cells. However, the nondividing cells
in their study were only 10 times more sensitive. In
comparative studies with BCNU prepared in either Hanks'

BSS or medium containing various amounts of serum, they
found that the drug effects on survival decreased as the
serum concentration increased. Hahn el al. (15) concluded
that the differences in sensitivity were at least in part the
result of binding of the nitrosourea compound to serum
components. We believe, however, that the drug prepared in
medium containing serum instead of BSS more closely
approximates the in vivo tumor situation and therefore

lO-l

01-

005J

A Cells treated in Exponential growth

- 2 doses of
7ug/ml
for JOmin

B Cells treoted m Plateau Phase

2 doses of
3 5ug/ml
for 30 mm

003-1-

01 2345
Hours Between Two Doses of CCNU

Chart 12. Responses of dividing and nondividing CHO cells to frac
tionated doses of CCNU.

represents a better estimate of the sensitivity to the drug.
We will continue to report survival data with the nitrosourea
compounds prepared in medium containing serum for that
reason. However, the experimental recovery results are less
variable when factors such as serum-drug interactions can
be eliminated: for that reason the nitrosourea compounds
used in the present study were prepared in Hanks' BSS.

Dose Responses of Dividing and Plateau-Phase Cells to
CCNU and MeCCNU. We have studied the effects of
CCNU and MeCCNU on survival of dividing and nondivid
ing cells. The data presented in Charts 1 and 2 show that
plateau-phase or nondividing cells are more sensitive (rela
tive to survival) to the nitrosourea compounds, CCNU and
MeCCNU, than are exponentially growing cells. The
greatest difference in sensitivity occurred with MeCCNU
(at the lO-jig/ml dose point) where approximately 128 times
more cells were killed in plateau phase than in exponential
growth. Nondividing cells were only 5 times more sensitive
than dividing cells when treated with CCNU. These data are
in excellent agreement with and support the in vitro data on
the nitrosoureas reported by Tobey and Crissman (34) and
others (2, 13, 36). However, in an in vivo mouse bone
marrow system (37), resting hematopoietic stem cells were
found to be less sensitive to the nitrosourea compounds than
were the rapidly proliferating stem cells. The rapidly
dividing bone marrow stem cells were produced by irradia
tion depletion. The reasons why the sensitivities of dividing
and nondividing cells in vitro (2, 13, 34, 36) differ from the
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in vivo data (13, 37) are not clear, but it could be due to
failure of the drug to gain access to the cells in vivo.

Response to PLD. Phillips and Tolmach (25) have
suggested that the response of cells to irradiation may be
modified by various posttreatment conditions that interfere
with processes that normally result in either repair or
expression of damage. For example, irradiation of G, cells
followed by incubation of the cells in the DNA synthesis
inhibitors fluorodeoxyuridine or hydroxyurea resulted in
lower survival (25). This suggested that DNA synthesis
(unscheduled) may be required for repair of the PLD. This
idea was further substantiated by postirradiation treatment
with cycloheximide at doses that primarily inhibited protein
synthesis, without altering the repair process, and resulted
in higher survival than in cells receiving only irradiation.
Therefore, an extremely important parameter to consider in
the chemotherapy of tumors is the possibility that the tumor
cells may recover from damage caused by the chemical
treatment. The recovered cells, therefore, would be able to
contribute to the regrowth of the tumor. Experiments were
designed to measure recovery from drug-induced PLD, i.e.,
damage that would become lethal to the cell, if time and
posttreatment conditions are not suitable for repair (25).
An increase in survival may be observed after treated cells
are held for several hr under conditions that prohibit protein
synthesis and cell progression and therefore allow time for
recovery (25). The recovery from PLD can also be expressed
as a change in the slope (Â£>â€ž)of the survival curve (21).

The data in Chart 5 show that dividing cells, treated and
then held for 2 or 4 hr in depleted plateau medium, had 2- to
3-fold higher survival fractions (Da = 290 Â¿tg/ml)than did
cells plated for colony formation immediately after treat
ment (D0 = 162 Â¿Â¿g/ml).These data suggest that dividing
cells treated with BLM exhibited recovery from PLD.
Under the same conditions plateau-phase cells had recovery
ratios that were 2 times greater than those for dividing cells
(Chart 6). These data are consistent with the in vitro plateau
phase results reported by Ray et al. (26) and the in vivo
findings reported by Hahn et al. (16) that nondividing
mammalian cells treated with BLM recover from PLD.
However, a major variation exists between our data and
those of Ray et al. (26). Our exponentially growing CHO
cells exhibited recovery when held after treatment in either
depleted plateau medium or fresh medium (Chart 7). The
exponentially growing CHO HA-1 cells used by Ray et al.
(26) and held in Hanks' BSS after BLM treatment did not

recover from PLD. This may be due to differences in the
posttreatment incubation medium used in the 2 laborato
ries. The recovery from PLD in fresh medium in our system
may be a reflection of BLM-induced cell progression delay
( 1) and inhibition of macromolecular synthesis, whereas the
recovery in depleted plateau medium results from a combi
nation of these events and suboptimal growth conditions.
Incubation of treated cells under any of these conditions
should favor increased survival (or recovery from PLD).
Studies are continuing in our laboratory to resolve these
questions.

In contrast to the data presented for BLM, the survival of
dividing and nondividing cells treated with CCNU or

MeCCNU does not improve as the posttreatment incuba
tion period is increased. The data presented in Charts 3 and
4 show that survival decreases upon continued incubation in
depleted plateau medium following a 1-hr treatment with 7
Â¿igof either drug per ml. The survival of plateau phase cells
decreases at a slightly greater rate during the posttreatment
incubation. The data indicate, therefore, that incubation in
the depleted plateau medium favors recovery of BLM-
induced PLD but not of nitrosourea-induced PLD.

It is possible that the damage produced by BLM or the
nitrosoureas is qualitatively and quantitatively different;
because of this, the cells respond differently to the posttreat
ment incubation medium. BLM has been shown to bind to
DNA (28), inhibit DNA synthesis (29), and to induce single
strand scissions in DNA (30, 33). The deoxyribose moieties
and phosphodiester bonds of DNA are destroyed by BLM
(19). Recently, Saito et al. (27) have demonstrated that the
breakage of a DNA-protein complex induced by BLM in
cultured mouse fibroblasts can be repaired.

The nitrosoureas are alkylating agents (39). They have
been shown to alkylate nucleic acids and proteins (4) in
intact cells. However, several reports indicate that more
than alkylation is involved in the antitumor effects of these
drugs. The nitrosourea compounds are very unstable and
the breakdown products are highly reactive (4, 18, 23, 24,
42). Among the breakdown products are isocyanates that do
not possess antitumor activity; however, Kann et al. (18)
have shown that 2-chloroethyl isocyanate (a breakdown
product of BCNU) inhibits both DNA synthesis and the
repair of single strand breaks in DNA. Therefore, since the
nitrosoureas are known to cause DNA damage the isocya
nates generated by them may be responsible for the
inhibition of repair of DNA damaged by the alkylating
agents, thereby resulting in the reduction in survival.

Response to SLD. Since the size of the shoulder on
survival curves is related to recovery from X-ray-induced
SLD (8), experiments were performed to determine whether
this phenomenon held true for chemically induced damage.
Treatment of dividing and nondividing cells with the
nitrosourea compounds also resulted in threshold- or shoul
der-type survival curves, suggesting that the cells might
accumulate and recover from SLD. Furthermore, extrapo
lation numbers of 10.5 and 6 (Table 1) for dividing cells
compared to 1.5 and 1.2 in plateau-phase cells after
treatment with CCNU or MeCCNU indicated that the
nondividing cells might show a reduced ability for recovery

Table I

A comparison between the D0 and n values of dividing and nondividing
cells treated with CCNV. MeCCNU. or BLM

DividingcellsDrugCCNU

MeCCNU
BLMn10.5

6.0
1.0(^g/ml

for 1hr)1.4

1.7
SÂ°= 6; R = 162Nondividing

cellsn1.5

1.2
1.000(Mg/ml

for1.41.2

S = 3.4; R1

hr)=

38

" S, sensitive slope of survival curve: R, resistant slope.
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from SLD. If this were true, it could explain the reason for
the greater sensitivity of nondividing cells to these chemicals
(Charts 1 and 2; Ref. 34). The results in Charts 11 and 12
show that not only do the cells fail to recover from SLD, but
also the fractionated treatment results in sensitization.

When fractionated doses (corresponding to survival levels
on the shoulders of the dose-response curves) were used on
dividing cells, survival was no greater than when the cells
had been treated with both dose fractions at 0 hr. When
doses near the LD90survival level were used (7 i/g/ml for 60
min for dividing cells or 3.5 Â¿tg/mlfor 60 min for plateau
cells), the dividing cells were 1.5 to 3 times more sensitive to
the fractionated dose schedules than to single-dose treat
ments. However, the plateau phase cells were 12 to 14 times
more sensitive to the fractionated dose treatments (Charts
11 and 12). In other words, the plateau-phase cells were 4
times more sensitive to fractionated LD90 doses of the
nitrosoureas than were the dividing cells.

Our data do not explain the reasons why plateau-phase
cells are more sensitive to the nitrosoureas or why the
reduction in survival is so great following fractionated dose
treatments. Either the cells become sensitized by the 1st
treatment fraction, or the nitrosourea breakdown products
may inhibit the repair of DNA damage and possible
recovery. It is also possible that the presence of a shoulder
on the survival curves does not have the same meaning for
chemically induced damage as it does for irradiation-
induced damage. The presence of a shoulder on a drug
treatment survival curve may reflect more about drug

concentrations and the time required for entry of the drug
into the cell and interaction with a target molecule than it
does about the accumulation and repair of SLD. In
addition, the target size or number may be quite different in
plateau-phase cells with a G, quantity of DNA (35), than in
an exponentially growing cell population, where a large
fraction of the cells have completed or are in the process of
completing DNA replication.

Due to the variations in the SLD survival responses to
high- and low-dose fractionations of BLM (Charts 8 and 9:
Table 2) it became obvious that other factors must be
considered when measuring the true response of a cell to
chemically induced SLD, one of which is the contribution
made by recovery from PLD between fractionated doses of
the drug.

The Effects of Recovery from PLD on SLD Survival
Measurements. Little (20) has reported that, in addition to
recovery from SLD, recovery from PLD can also occur
between fractionated doses of irradiation. The CHO cells in
our system have the ability to recover from BLM-induced
PLD (Charts 5 to 7), and the incubation period between
SLD fractionated dose treatments exactly mimics that used
to test recovery from PLD. Therefore, it was reasonable to
assume that the apparent "recovery" from SLD after

fractionated dose treatment with BLM might be due
entirely, or in part, to recovery from PLD.

The results of parallel experiments performed on dividing
cells to determine the contribution made by PLD recovery
to the overall recovery observed in SLD fractionated dose

Table 2
The experimentally derived and theoretical survival valuesfor dividing and nondividing cells treated

with various integral dose fractions ofCCNU. MeCCNU. or BLM

Cells
treated
duringE"t:PPtEPEHEPPPDoses3.5

Â¿ig/mlfor 30min7
Â¿ig/mlfor 30min2
jig/ml for30min3.5
Â¿ig/mlfor 30min3.5

Â¿ig/mlfor 30min7
Â¿ig/mlfor 30min3.5
Mg/ml for30min2.5

fig/ml for 30min5
Mg/ml fÂ°r30min50
/Â¿g/mlfor 15min2.5
/ig/ml for30min50
Â¿ig/mlfor 30min100
Â¿ig/mlfor 30 minTotal

integral
dose

Z(C xTTCCNU210420120210MeCCNV210420210BLM150300150015030006000Survival

fractionsSingle

dose0.720.680.660.210.900.520.200.850.520.500.550.090.0552doses"0.470.110.310.0080.470.060.0040.540.510.380.280.050.05Theoretical
survival
fraction'0.520.460.440.040.810.270.040.730.270.250.300.0080.003

" Integral dose, the product of the drug concentration and the length of treatment. When cells
received 2 doses, the integral doses were summed.

" Average survival fractions where the interval between 2 doses was 1 to 4 hr.
' Theoretical survival fraction. If the surviving cells have complete repair of SLD from the 1st

dose, they should survive a 2nd dose by the same fraction. Therefore, the theoretical survival fraction
after 2 treatments is (SF), x (SF)2.

" E, exponential growth: P, plateau phase.
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experiments are shown in Chart 10. The SLD curve was
adjusted (see "Results") for the contribution made by

recovery from PLD. The resulting data (SLD-PLD curve)
suggest that part of the observed recovery from SLD was
due to recovery from PLD. The entire curve has been
displaced downward and the 2- and 3-hr survival fraction
points on this corrected curve are below the theoretical
survival values (Chart 10, Line B). However, the 1- and 4-hr
survival points are still above the survival expected after a
fractionated dose treatment. The higher than expected
survival at 1 hr on the SLD-PLD curve may be due to a
resistance phenomenon described by Terasima (31). In this
case the 1st high dose of BLM (from the resistant part of the
biphasic survival curve) induces a resistance to a 2nd dose if
the dose fractions are administered within 1 hr of each
other. The rise in the fractionated dose survival at 4 hr may
be due to the progression of cells into more resistant phases
of the cell cycle by the time the 2nd dose is given. The effects
of cell progression on survival responses to fractionated
doses of drugs are being studied in our laboratory at this
time. Therefore, these data in Chart 10 suggest that 3 (and
possibly more) factors may be involved in the apparent
recovery from BLM-induced SLD. They are: (a) recovery
from PLD between the 1st and 2nd fractionated treatments;
(b) drug-induced resistance; and (c) cell progression effects.

CONCLUSIONS

From the data presented in this paper the following
responses can be made to the questions asked in the
"Introduction."

1. The results of these experiments do not resolve the
question concerning the relationship between a shoulder on
the survival curve and the ability to accumulate or recover
from drug-induced SLD. BLM-treated cells gave rise to
survival curves without shoulders but exhibited apparent
recovery from SLD at higher dose fractions. By accounting
for recovery from PLD between dose fractions, drug-
induced resistance, and possible cell progression effects, it
was shown that the BLM-treated cells did not recover from
SLD. Treatment with the nitrosourea compounds resulted
in survival curves with shoulders. Not only were the cells
unable to recover from SLD, but they also seemed to be
sensitized by the 1st dose so that the 2nd dose caused up to a
14-fold reduction in survival. The possible existence of
nitrosourea breakdown products that inhibit DNA repair
may account for this response. Other studies involving
chemicals that yield no reactive breakdown products, but
with survival curves that contain a threshold or shoulder
region are necessary before this question can be answered.

2. In reference to the question of how one considers drug
concentration (C) and length of treatment (7~)when plan

ning fractionated dose schedules, the data presented in this
paper do not give clear evidence for the proper choice. This
subject will be handled in a forthcoming publication.
However, we feel that it is important that the integral dose
concept of C x T be used in fractionated dose studies and
that survival comparisons be made between cells receiving

identical integral doses, whether administered singly or in 2
fractions.

3. Recovery from 1 type of damage (e.g. BLM-induced
PLD) can be so great that it may mask the true response of
the cells to another type of damage (SLD). This suggests
that a test for the response to PLD and SLD be performed
for each drug studied.

4. Nitrosourea-treated cells did not recover from PLD or
SLD. BLM-treated cells recovered from PLD but not from
SLD. This suggests either that the 2 types of damage may be
qualitatively different from one another or that PLD and
SLD are identical lesions that are expressed differently in
various assay systems (fractionated dose versus incubation
in depleted medium). These experimental techniques neither
reveal the sites of action of these chemicals nor elucidate the
repair processes in the cells.

5. The survival responses to PLD or SLD in these studies
do not explain the widely different sensitivities observed
between dividing and nondividing cells to BLM or the
nitrosoureas. Other studies dealing with target size and
number, drug sensitization, reactive drug breakdown prod
ucts, resistance, cell membrane changes, cell progression
effects, etc., are necessary.

It is clear from these studies that interpretation of
recovery data from drug-induced damage in mammalian
cell systems is far more complicated and will take longer
than 1st thought. However, early clinical benefit may be
realized in that information may be gained that would be of
value in the planning of dose fractionations or drug
combination treatments. Repair and recovery studies are of
additional clinical significance, since the cells that recover
from chemical damage and survive will contribute to the
regrowth of the tumor.
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